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Student Campaigns
Staff Campaigns

Compute in Safety, Comrades!
?The enemy is at the gates, my friends! Protecting your computer and your data should never be taken lightly. These
visually-driven posters draw inspiration from Russian, German, and American propaganda posters from the 1940s and
are a great resource for spreading the message of safety and solidarity when it comes to Information Security.

2014 Propaganda Posters
April - Antivirus Robots[2]
Summer - Harden Your Defenses, Comrade! [3]
October - Phish Phood[4]
?November - Theft is Theft [5]
January - Cookie Monsters [6]

2013 Propaganda Posters
January - Privacy [7]
March - Physical Security [8]

April - Virus Alert [9]
September - Copyright [10]
October - Stronger Passwords [11]
November - Hardening Your Computer [3]
December - Encryption [12]

Digital Dilemmas
In the world of Information Security, every choice we make affects the safety of our
information and technology. Often times it can be difficult to see the outcomes of these
decisions until it is far too late. The Digital Dilemma emails are designed to put the reader at a
crossroads, walking them through a tough choice and showing them the consequences.

2015 Digital Dilemmas
February- Outdated [13]
March/April - Travel Trifecta[14]
April/May - Academic Anonymity[15]

2014 Digital Dilemmas
February - Ethics [16]
March - Stranger Danger [17]
April - FERPA [18]
?May - Speared [19]
June - You Are The Target [20]
August - Email Security [21]
?September - Browser Safety [22]
October - Mobile Security [23]
November - Protect Your Portables [24]
December/January - Nefarious Networks [25]

2013 Digital Dilemmas
Speared [26]
Strong Passwords [27]
You Are The Target [28]
Stepped Up [29]
Shielded [30]
Monitoring and Policies [31]
Mobilized [32]
Hacked [33]

Ethics [34]
Social Engineering [35]

2013 Digital Victims
Busted[36]
Checkmate[37]
Immobilized[38]
FERPA[39]
Hacked[40]
Policy[41]
Protecting Your Computer[42]
Passwords[43]
Unintended Contribution[44]
Wifi Disaster[45]
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